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FOREWORD
Innovation boosts competitiveness and creates jobs
Employment levels are directly linked to
competitiveness, which creates the wealth necessary
to fund jobs. Competitiveness is in turn linked to
innovation, which allows us to keep pace with, or
even take the lead in, advances in world markets.

makers to discuss different ways of using innovation
to create new jobs. The wide-ranging debate
convinced us that new initiatives are needed to
improve the innovation process and to combat
stagnation in Europe’s performance.

The key to unlocking the potential of Europe is
Innovation. Tomorrow’s jobs rely on our ability to
build the right conditions for innovation today,
whatever the strength or weakness of the current
economic cycle.

We are most grateful to the speakers who led the
debates, and to the participants. Their main conclusions are presented in this Report, together with
relevant data and case studies drawing on corporate
and SME experience.

That is why we are writing this Report.

Europe has less innovation and fewer entrepreneurs
than the US. As ERT members we are convinced
that this situation can be put right through rapid
action taken by Europeans in their public and
private capacities.

Although Europe’s Single Market is larger than the
US domestic market, the European Union is not
itself as competitive as the US. Over the past decade
the EU has not matched the US, either in terms
of economic growth and job creation, or in the
development of businesses based on radically new
technologies.

We direct this Report towards decision-makers in all
walks of life: to politicians and businessmen, to
public servants and professors.

Nevertheless, we in the European Round Table know
from our own experience of running major multinational companies with worldwide operations that new
businesses can be created with sustainable new jobs.

Six courses of action are identified in this Report. We
believe that effort in these areas will make an immediate difference to innovation in Europe. This will
help improve competitiveness and lead to new jobs.

But too many job opportunities in Europe’s network
of businesses are lost because of obstacles set up by
European traditions and over-prescriptive legislative
systems. Removing these obstacles and providing
incentives are central to the messages of this Report.

We invite you to act with us to help bring these
ideas to reality.

We need to act now. This is a critical time for
Europe, with the single currency about to become
reality, and the enlargement of the European Union
on the near horizon.
In May 1998 we organised a Colloquium in Brussels
where experts met an audience of senior policy-
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part 1

Our
view of
innovation
“He that will not apply new remedies must expect new evils;
for time is the greatest innovator.”
Francis Bacon “Of Innovations” (1561-1626)

Change is inevitable. Europe is now facing major changes on
all fronts - political, social, economic - some stemming from
changes elsewhere in the world, some from within. These
changes are complex and admit of no easy solutions. How we
respond to the changes now will determine the kind of world we
leave to our children in the 21st century.
Innovation is an antidote to inertia and complacency. By itself it
is not a panacea. It will not on its own provide a definitive
solution to excessive unemployment.
Innovation challenges stale and hidebound ways of thinking
and acting. It invites us to look with fresh eyes, to think in
different ways, to seek out new answers to old problems.
Innovation leads to the creation of completely new markets with no way to predict exactly what these will be, let alone how
far they will transform our lives. It develops new products,
which in turn excite and attract people. It encourages a “feelgood factor” that boosts confidence in where the economy is
moving.
Innovation enables us to organise our work and social structures in more efficient and more humane ways. It taps people’s
creative energies. It makes the workplace more competitive and
also more satisfying.
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We have to establish the close connection in Europe
between innovation, economic growth and job
creation. Indeed, we have grounds for optimism. We
have a Single Market of 350 million people, the
largest in the world. It will be significantly
reinforced by Economic and Monetary Union and
the single currency, which will widen capital
markets and provide greater venture opportunities.
Enlargement of the European Union to admit new
Member States will add a new Germany in the
first phase and a new France in the second, in
population terms.
European companies should now be starting to
generate new wealth and new jobs. The new
market conditions will revitalise our economies and
this must encourage companies of all sizes to be
more mobile and forward-looking.

Natural Sciences are critical for the development of new
technologies. In 1975 the number of science graduates in
Europe was less than half that in the US, but by the early
1990s, the EU had caught up and overtaken the falling
US numbers (Box 1).
However, with a long history of deficit and cultural
1. Graduates in Natural Sciences EU / US

(’000)

If we benchmark Europe’s performance, we get
mixed signals from standard innovation indicators.
(see Boxes 1 to 6 below)
There are many obstacles that Europe must overcome. They have been well-documented elsewhere:
resistance to change, unwillingness to take risks,
over-regulation, taxation and administrative
disincentives, lack of entrepreneurship, and rigid
labour market rules. We have still some way to go to
complete the Single Market whereby goods, capital,
services, people and their ideas can move freely
across Europe.
Other obstacles exist, such as unwieldy approval
procedures for new products, slow and expensive
patent systems, inefficient research funding systems
and, of particular concern, an inability to move
quickly from the research idea to market success.

inheritance, Europe still has too few engineers and research
scientists in its workforce (Box 2).
In overall job creation numbers, with a smaller population
size the US has hugely outperformed the European Union.
Many new technology jobs displace traditional occupations,
and this job churn affects the overall net increase (Box 3).
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3. Job creation and job churn EU / US

The US has created 60 million new
jobs in the past 30 years, 14 million
since 1992. Most of them are in
small
fast-growing
hi-tech
companies.
Of course not all these jobs are
lasting. Taking into account job
churn, the net increase in
employment over 30 years is closer
to 30 million.
During the same period, job creation
across the EU was in decline, and job
churn was resisted in many sectors.
source: Ernst & Young “European Life Sciences 98”
(1995 - 1998)

∆ In countries where markets are freeing up, an
increasing number of innovative companies are
being founded, revealing a new economic vigour.
There is an encouraging revival of venture capital,
and new stock markets are being created to target
small companies.
∆ In other countries, regrettably, we are still visibly
held back by barriers to entry and by limits placed on
entrepreneurs and on establishing new businesses.

The EU and national governments are already
addressing some of these issues. Implementation of
the First Action Plan for Innovation in Europe has
started. The ERT welcomes the advances being made
in protecting intellectual property rights (IPR),
financing innovation, administrative simplification,
education and training, and gearing research to
innovation.
But all this will be of no use:
∆ if the pace of progress remains leisurely
∆ if the progress achieved on paper is not translated
into real change for Europe’s citizens on the ground.

Biotechnology, one of the key enabling technologies of
the 21st century, also provides a sharp contrast in
performance (Box 4).

that in the US, and the number of employees is less than
one third of those in the US. Biotech for jobs in Europe
still has a long way to go to catch up with the US (Box 5).

The number of specialist companies in Europe has more
than doubled in recent years. However the total number
of specialist companies in Europe is still less than half of

Finally, Europe still has a reasonable share of European patents
granted in all areas, but its performance in hi-tech areas such
as electronics falls well short of that of the US (Box 6).

4. Biotech companies and the creation of
new jobs EU / US

5. Newly created specialist biotech
companies EU / US
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6. Patents granted in 1996 EU / US
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part 2

The
heart of
the matter
Europe must create more jobs. We owe this to our citizens,
young and old. Unemployment is a time bomb waiting to
explode. From every point of view, reducing unemployment
is to the benefit of all.
How to achieve this is another matter. We can increase our
competitiveness and stimulate innovation in our companies
and in society. Greater competitiveness and innovation are
essential for the creation of new jobs. But to make a stronger
link between them requires that we overcome a number of
formidable barriers. There must be immediate action on six
fronts, namely:
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1. Changing attitudes
2. Creating new businesses
3. Research and development
4. Knowledge and skills
5. Finance and risk capital
6. Government and legislation
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1. CHANGING ATTITUDES
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“We live in an industrial revolution which goes so far that the
public does not understand it any more. People understand
that there is a revolution, but they cannot reconcile this
with their personal security. They are afraid of it.”
Elmar Brok, MEP

Europe could learn from the experience of other
countries, but it does not. “We do ten years later
what the Americans have already done and have
forgotten,” says Brok. This is confirmed in a recent
survey of business opinion conducted by the World
Economic Forum (Box 7).

taxation, social security and care of the environment.
In time, voting will be done electronically, and this
will radically change the interaction between citizens
and those who represent them. ICT will also affect
the provision of healthcare as much as it will
transform the leisure market.

7. Attitudes to risk-taking and individual initiative EU / US

Industry will have a major part to play in promoting
the wider acceptance of the cashless society with
electronic commerce. The INTERNET paves the way.
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agree 6

Is risk-taking and individual initiative fully
supported and rewarded
in your country?
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source: World Economic Forum:
“The Global Competitiveness Report”
(1996) based on survey of over 2,000
senior business managers.

Resistance to change not only affects new science,
it undermines entrepreneurship and employment.
Our biggest challenge is to persuade society to be
inspired by the advances of science instead of
resisting them.
Many surprises are still in store for society from
further applications of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). Innovations as a result
of ICT have already affected banking and transport,
and are about to revolutionise public services such as

ICT is but one driver of change. “Understanding the
genetic basis of life will revolutionise our lives just as
ICT did,” argues Jonathan Knowles of Hoffmann-La
Roche. A better understanding of how illnesses arise,
and of the possible preventative actions, will entirely
change the practice of medicine.
Biotechnology will have a significant impact on
insurance and healthcare funding, as well as on the
efficiency of work and on the cost of healthcare
provision to our societies. Biotechnology already
constitutes the new foundation for agriculture, the
food industry, pharmaceuticals and environmental
management. For all this to happen, our attitudes to
innovation will have to come to terms with the speed
and extent of progress throughout the life sciences.
Governments must play a leading role in helping
to change society by brokering the opportunities of
innovation and entrepreneurship to the public. They
must themselves become more innovative and
entrepreneurial, as the UK Government has done
(Box 8). These cultural changes are as important as
opening up markets and removing rules and
regulations that visibly block progress.
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8. UK Government progress in one year
The UK Government is committed to improving the
environment for innovation in Britain. The previous
government had already introduced favourable personal
and capital gains tax measures to improve the risk
reward balance for innovators. The current government
initiated a year-long consultation exercise to find out
what else had to be done. The results stressed the need
for leadership and partnership in innovation.
The Government has now defined a new set of goals to
guide national policies. These aim to simplify
regulations, provide new integrated sources of finance,
develop an adaptable workforce, encourage continuous
learning, and open up product, labour and capital
markets. Above all, it is now recognised that government
and business need to share information, goals and
cultures, and to pull together as a team.

For larger companies, a strong corporate culture can
be a positive driver of innovation. They can choose
to replace rigid hierarchies with flexible management
systems, and benchmark their management and
overall performance against global best practice.
Under the impetus of innovation, established
companies can reinvent themselves to achieve a
new competitive style matching future needs, as did
Philips (Box 9). The transformation that comes from
within is usually the most successful.

9. The transformation of Philips
Philips, a large company with 300,000 employees, was
facing bankruptcy in 1990. Yet in the space of five years
the company returned to profit and changed the way the
outside world perceives it.
All this required the development of new corporate
objectives of transparency, accountability and de-verticalisation. Although a large number of jobs were shed,
the company took pains to foster conditions for new job
opportunities. In several countries a host of small businesses are thriving on and around the sites of former
Philips production facilities. Many of these are hi-tech
and are run by former employees.
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The importance of flexible attitudes and of new ways
of thinking is highlighted in the way that British
Petroleum (BP) reviewed its insurance strategy
(Box 10).

10. New approach to insurance at BP
Finding new solutions to an old problem enabled BP to
save money and improve shareholder value.
For 75 years BP had bought insurance to hedge against
large potential losses while self-insuring against smaller
ones. This changed dramatically in the 1990s, when BP
switched to a new policy of virtually no insurance.
This innovation was the result of viewing insurance in
a new way - from the perspective of long-term shareholder value. Cost analysis also showed that over a long
period the premiums paid vastly exceeded the claims
made.
This required a major attitudinal shift on the part of BP’s
directors and managers. BP initiated a worldwide
programme to educate its managers in risk and how to
value it. This new approach has generated premium
savings of EUR 85 million per year and demonstrated
confidence in the company’s improved safety
performance.

In the world of finance and banking, the challenge
is to be more open to risk, and to accept success and
failure as part of normal business life. Lenders should
not attach stigma attached to business failure. Nor
should small-scale start-ups be denied funds because
there is no guarantee of early payback.
Attitudes must also change in the labour market.
Jobs associated with new technology do not follow
the pattern of traditional jobs. It is important
therefore to get public acceptance of the
entrepreneurial model of employment: flexible,
mobile, risk-taking and increasingly working at
home for multiple employers.
School leavers must be ready for a working and
living environment very different from that of their

Opposition to new technologies existed even
before the days when people first tried to smash
printing works and textile machines. Modern
opposition to scientific progress is however more
insidious. Powerful media messages reach a wide
public immediately and exert a pervasive effect.
This can influence national attitudes, even the way
people vote.

We have to get more accurate information across
to the public in order to enable a better balance to
be achieved. Potential consumers of new products
need access to commonsense information to offset
often sensational media reporting. Technological
novelty, or personal success, should no longer be
singled out for abuse or for ridicule. It is also up to
politicians to market the opportunities of change and
of entrepreneurship to the public. One way is to
provide sponsorship to improve the reporting of
scientific and technological subjects in newspapers
and journals, on radio and TV, and on the INTERNET.
Industry in turn must be readier to provide
information that is easy to comprehend.

part 2

parents. ERT reiterates its call to place greater
emphasis on entrepreneurship in schools and in
colleges. And similar emphasis is required to boost
respect for innovative ideas.

CHANGING ATTITUDES

PRIORITY ACTIONS
Change attitudes by promoting a European Society
open to innovations in science, technology, business,
living and working conditions:
∆ Promote the spirit of enterprise throughout society,
in industry, government, finance and in education.

1

∆ Ensure that sound and well-researched
information on scientific breakthroughs, new
products and services always gets through to
the public.
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2. CREATING NEW BUSINESSES
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“We in Europe are inward-looking all the time. Whenever you
enter a market or a new business, you must think global
because it is only in the global perspective that Europe can
survive.”
Lars Ramqvist, Chairman of Ericsson

Innovation boosts competitiveness and creates
jobs. It is the origin of new products and services in
markets which better meet existing needs and better
satisfy new customer demands. A competitive
Europe can create more jobs if it welcomes the value
of new technologies and the creation of new businesses and new business sectors.
New business sectors require:
- people with vision to identify a clear need,
- world-class science to develop the right products,
- an open regulatory environment in which markets
for the new products can flourish,
- a system of rewards that provides incentives for
risk-takers.
At present, the rate of job creation in Europe
resulting from new company openings is less than
half the US rate (Box 11).
11. Jobs created by new company openings EU/US
% 10

Gross Job Gains:
annual average rates as
% of total employment
over period 1983-84
to 1991-92.
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From the outset, products should be designed
with global markets in view, and greater priority
should be given to negotiating and using international standards. The most striking example of an
entirely new industry based on a new worldwide
standard is mobile telephony with its GSM (Global
System for Mobile Communications) standard.
Scandinavian companies now dominate global
markets for mobile phones (Box 12) since they
pushed early and hardest for the GSM standard.

12. Mobile telephony
This is a fast-growing market. In the EU there are now
more than 70 million subscribers. There are likely to
be around 1.3 billion throughout the world by 2003.
This sector has created over 300,000 European jobs in
equipment suppliers and operators. Continued growth
with the next generation of mobile telephony could
lead to the creation of a further 300,000 jobs by the
year 2002.
European mobile phones - Employees (estimate)
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14. Shell invests for the long-term in renewable
energies

part 2

Large and small companies need each other. Smaller
companies can add flexibility and accelerate the
process of innovation when working together with
large companies. The strength of these links is
described in our report on practical partnerships
between large and small companies (Box 13).

Industry must often be prepared to make long-term
investments. At present, renewable energies can only
compete with fossil energy in niche markets. According
to a Shell Group scenario, half of the total world energy
demand could be provided by renewables by the year
2050.

13. “A Stimulus to Job Creation”

This 1996 ERT Report argues that cooperation between
large and small companies is part of the transformation
of the world of work, with a profound effect on job
creation. Large company investment leading to new jobs
may now take the form of providing funds for start-ups,
the transfer of knowledge, specialist education and
training, and management support for sub-contracted
and spin-off activities. All this helps to build up new
business infrastructures which can grow and thrive.

There is great potential for job creation in an
expanding fabric of small innovative start-ups and
SMEs. Entrepreneurs and new business start-ups
are both a rich source for new employment, but
these jobs will not come into being without someone
taking a chance. As Jos Peeters of Capricorn Venture
Partners, says: “Jobs cannot be created by decree.
They are created by entrepreneurs who exploit new
opportunities and who take personal risks.”
Entrepreneurship is as vital to large companies
as it is to smaller ones. Many are now empowering
their employees to use more initiative and act as
entrepreneurs, thus creating new jobs.
“A negative attitude in large corporations is
dangerous,” says Lars Ramqvist. “If companies are
too stiff or rigid, that leads to the kind of
downsizing and outsourcing which kills lots of
jobs, instead of reshuffling and reorganising the
jobs within the companies themselves.”

To become a major player in this field, Shell
International Renewables was created in 1997 with an
investment plan of EUR 500 million for the following
five years. Half of that amount is destined for forestry
and the other half for biomass conversion, solar voltaics
and wind power. This strategy also provides new jobs.
A new 25 MW photovoltaic power plant in Germany
based on up-to-date technology, due to start in 1999, will
create more than 300 jobs.

15. Low cost colour printing
When Bayer’s research department came up with an
innovative new technology capable of providing high
quality, short run colour printing quickly and at low
cost, the company was not planning to expand activities
in that area. But there was a gap in the market between
office printers and photocopiers on the one hand and
conventional printing equipment on the other. Bayer
therefore spun off the activity in a new company providing it with full support, including seed capital,
advice and facilities.
Xeikon, the new company, was set up in Belgium in 1988.
Risk capital in the development stage came from venture
capitalists and the Flemish regional authorities. Later,
funds came from a private equity placement and an IPO
on NASDAQ. The company now has annual sales of EUR
67 million and employs more than 160 people.

By generating new activity with a very long-term
perspective, large companies also create sustainable
new jobs. Shell’s investment in renewable energy is
one example (Box 14).

Both start-ups and spin offs need easier access to
risk capital. This is particularly true in certain parts
of Europe where seed capital and venture capital are
in their infancy. Closer co-operation between large
companies and venture capitalists should be
encouraged to identify and create new spin-offs.

Using the logic of the entrepreneur, a new
company may be created inside a larger company
and then be spun off. It can then develop a life of
its own, unfettered by supervision from tighter,
more rigid procedures that have evolved to suit the
demands of a large organisation (Box 15).

British Telecommunications (BT) adopted another
approach. To acquire the skills needed to compete in
a new market segment, BT established a joint venture
with a partner with complementary skills. They
eventually bought out the partner when the business
was fully fledged (Box 16).
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system. Successful entrepreneurs and their staff
should be allowed to earn and to keep more of
their own money. Stock options and other means
of raising the variable part of personal income
should be permitted and encouraged.

16. BT and Concert Communications
Concert Communications Services was a joint venture
company created by BT with MCI to satisfy the growing
need amongst international companies for one single
telecoms supplier able to manage seamlessly their
communications needs around the globe.

We urge governments to reform and modernise
their personal taxation systems, social security
arrangements and pension schemes to meet
the needs of modern working individuals and
to provide appropriate incentives for inventors
and investors as well as entrepreneurs.

Conceived five years ago, it was recognised that a
dynamic multi-skilled team was needed to exploit the
market opportunity. People with experience in both
technology and marketing were drawn from the partner
companies around the globe. A “can do” culture was
developed and brought to market.
Sales grew by nearly 50% each year, eventually exceeding
EUR 1 billion with more than 1000 people on the payroll.
BT recently bought out its partner and now owns the
whole concern.

Running an innovative company requires creativity,
enthusiasm and drive. Innovative management
means encouraging genuine job mobility and fostering
a stronger sense of personal responsibility and
empowerment throughout the company. Managers
who take initiative and take risks naturally expect to
be rewarded on the basis of their success rather than
on the basis of length of service. In many companies
this is difficult to achieve.

More favourable conditions should be created for
lending money to start-ups and to companies that
have good reasons to expand quickly. Failure
should not block entrepreneurs from trying
again. In the American context, failure can even
be honourable. “In California, if by the age of 35
you have not failed three times, you have not
been trying hard enough,” cites Antonio Borges,
Dean of INSEAD.

We need to move away from a fixed-wage-earning
society to a performance-linked compensation

Europe’s newest companies that use cutting edge
technologies are usually able to recruit the scientists
they need, but seldom find managers of the right
dynamic calibre. Scientists with good management
skills are even rarer, though this combination of
qualities is increasingly in demand.

PRIORITY ACTIONS
Creating new businesses means fostering entrepreneurship by removing obstacles to initiative
and by rewarding risk-taking and success:
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“We must restore the confidence of our citizens in science and
in progress.”

The transformation of scientific breakthroughs from
basic research into commercial success is fundamental to competitiveness. Too many European
inventions are being successfully exploited
outside Europe. Europe spends less than 1.5% of its
GNP on R&D, which compares badly with 2.5% in
the US and 2.8% in Japan. The European Union’s
budget devotes just 4% to R&D. Moreover, Europe
spends relatively less on the development phase than
do its principal competitors (Box 17).

17. Total R&D expenditure and closeness to market
1000

EUR per capita

Development
Applied R&D
Basic R&D

500

source:
CEC The first Action Plan for
Innovation in Europe (1997)

0
USA

EUROPE*

*Europe split of R&D type based on Germany and France only.
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3. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Mme Edith Cresson, Member of the Commission
responsible for Research and Innovation

procedures in public/private joint efforts with unnecessary bureaucracy.
Public programmes should be used as springboards for private initiatives. The European Action
Plan on Innovation (Box 18) and the European Fifth
Framework Programme (Box 19) are both intended
to stimulate entrepreneurship in Europe.
18. EC First Action Plan on Innovation
“Cultural attitudes, the economic environment, the
social context and the educational and legal structures
are key factors in the spirit of innovation and enterprise.”
Innovation for Growth and Employment (produced by
DG XII for the European Commission). This document
reports on implementation of the First Action Plan on
Innovation in Europe, adopted in 1996.
The 1997 Luxembourg European Council on
Employment confirmed the Plan’s proposal to tackle
unemployment by stimulating research and
innovation. It also identified the need to encourage the
spirit of enterprise, and generally improve conditions
for small and medium enterprises (SMEs).

CEC Green Paper on
Innovation (1995)

The orientation and management of public
programmes have failed to keep step with the pace of
innovation. If more public funding is called for, it
must be more innovatively managed. Issues of
accountability affecting the use of public money
must not be allowed to weigh down management

The Framework Programme must go beyond
developing the competitiveness of an inner circle of
manufacturers and their traditional partners in
specific markets. “It presents a unique opportunity
to work together in R&D”, says Pier Giorgio Gili of
Fiat, “but the real impact on Europe is linked to the
strategic emphasis we can give to its focus,
organisation and management.”
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19. The Fifth Framework Programme for R&D in
Europe
The Commission sees the 5th Framework Programme as
an instrument of a new Community research strategy.
Europe’s citizens now expect scientific and technological
advance to meet their concerns with regard to health and
quality of life, and their aspirations in terms of social welfare and economic prosperity. This is the starting point.
FP5 is geared toward objectives of great relevance to the
Union, and actions have to represent more clearly the
added value over national initiatives. Characterised by a
simplified structure of 6 programmes, it thus breaks new
ground. Simplification will lead to more consistency as a
result of wider ranging programmes, each addressing
priority socio-economic needs. Increased flexibility and
efficiency of management are to be achieved by decompartmentalisation of activities within programmes where
different scientific and technological disciplines interact.

We should now be encouraging cross-participation
over the entire scientific, technological and industrial
frame in Europe, public and private, with greater
attention to small companies and innovative start-ups,
and to the stimulation of public/private partnerships.
European competition law should allow companies to
work on R&D in joint ventures and in large
international partnerships to achieve critical mass.
Research joint ventures in Europe often need prior
approval from the Commission’s DG IV. In this crucial
area, American anti-trust law is generally more
understanding, thus research groupings in the US are
usually three to four times larger than those in Europe.
Moreover, “for Europe it is really necessary to
complement successful intra-European partnerships
by some more international ones. The existing US-EU
alliances play a very important role,” argues Frieder
Meyer-Krahmer of the Fraunhofer Institut.
The time has come to extend the Single Market
concept into the world of academia and, above
all, into publicly funded R&D. Europe can no
longer afford to disperse its resources, human and
material, in parallel work in different national institutions. The “Centres of Excellence” concept will
have to be refined and more specialisation introduced to ensure pan-European critical mass. This
will require greater mobility of researchers, and a
readiness to accept that certain disciplines may lose
their place in the national context in order to
achieve balance at EU level.
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Cooperation between companies and universities
in research is less common in Europe than in either
of its major competitors. In some countries it
is even illegal to commercialise research ideas
coming from academic institutions. We need to
find a way to facilitate and improve this type of cooperation (Box 20).
20. Research cooperation: perception of business leaders
sufficient
10

Research co-operation
between companies and
universities

5

0
insufficient

USA

EUROPE

source: IMD: “The World
Competitiveness Yearbook” (1996)
based on a survey of more than 3,000
senior business managers.

But there are examples of successful co-operation,
as in the case of the development of a new tyre by
Pirelli (Box 21).
21. Pirelli and the P6000 Tyre
Pirelli developed a new tyre (the P6000) launched in
1995, which sets new standards in the high performance
tyre market through its use of new materials, new tread
designs, a new tyre profile and improvements in tyre
structure.
During the development phase Pirelli worked closely
with a number of universities. There were regular
exchanges of information with customers, and close
relationships were established with researchers in the
auto industry and raw materials suppliers. Production
and launch of the new tyre also involved new ways of
working in Pirelli, with different functions and
organisations in different countries all co-operating
closely to ensure the success of the new product.
This breakthrough was achieved as a result of a
fundamental change in the behaviour and attitudes of
people in the company. A wide network of contacts was
used to gather new knowledge.

Biotechnology is thus an unwelcome orphan in the
system. A home must be found, and that preferably
inside a Directorate handling industrial policy. Until
this is achieved, we run the risk of rejecting the technology today, only to import the products tomorrow.
Industry can play a major role in providing new
employment through R&D. Science-based innovation
inside companies requires early cooperation between
research, product and marketing departments.
Many excellent scientific ideas are never turned into
commercially viable products because scientists do not
have the necessary commercial and management
skills, nor do they understand the consumer. In the US
this kind of cooperation is part of their training and
their culture.
Innovation, benchmarking, upskilling, customer
focus and speed-to-market must be introduced as top
priorities in Europe’s research establishments to keep
alive the concept of competitiveness. Close cooperation between creative scientists in industry with
their counterparts in academia can generate positive
synergies for both sides.
A good example of a customer-focused development is
the Unilever CheckPro system (Box 22).
Chief among the principal obstacles on the path
between invention and innovation are bureaucracy
and administrative systems that demonstrate a
complete lack of understanding of R&D needs,
particularly on intellectual property rights (IPR) and
time to market. Patents are painfully slow to file
and immensely expensive to translate and maintain.
One large European multinational, having more
than 1000 patent applications a year, estimates that
the annual cost for translations alone lies between

22. Customer-led innovation at Unilever
Good science must take place close to the market if it
is to be turned into successful innovation. Unilever’s
new product (Checkpro) came directly out of the
creative interaction between marketer and scientist.

part 2

Another critical test will be how we handle biotechnology, which will change the face of industry
in Europe. The likely impact of biotechnology on
virtually all our existing R&D programmes and
processes is greatly underestimated. Biotechnology
challenges our cultural preconceptions and could
affect forever how R&D programmes are organised.
Yet at the European level it has no single home, being
the responsibility of several Directorates General
inside the European Commission, with a total lack of
overall strategic orientation.

Checkpro is used to monitor hygiene standards in catering
establishments. Developed in response to rising food
hygiene concerns, it meets a growing need for information that can be obtained simply, quickly and cheaply.
The market opportunity was identified by a marketing
manager, not a scientist, who specified the precise
performance requirements of the product before the
research programme began. The research was targeted
from the start to develop a product that was fast, low
cost and usable by anyone.

23. The need for a unitary patent system in the
European Union
Patents play a key role for European industry in Europe
and worldwide. A unitary, well-structured and costeffective patent system is crucial to increase companies’
competitiveness and to foster the free movement of
goods, yet there are three patent systems in Europe:
a) national patent laws
b) the European Patent Convention system (EPC)
c) the Community Patent Convention and its Protocol
(CPC).
Industry must have a unitary Community patent system,
which means one patent covering the whole EU:
- a single language system (i.e. English, with possibility
to file patent applications in any official language, but
with translation into English);
- a single unitary judicial system for enforcement, i.e. by
European courts, European procedural rules and
injunctions.
To accommodate enterprises having limited geographical interests or ambitions, the existing European patent
system and national patent systems would remain.

EUR 20-30 million. A true Single Market must
have a workable unitary European patent (Box 23).
Crucially in terms of innovations and the market,
new product authorisations take many times
longer in Europe than in the US. This particularly
affects biotechnology, but also threatens competitiveness in many other sectors.
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Even worse, insufficient public recognition is
given to early stage technology developments in
brand new hi-tech or life science sectors. Yet it is
precisely in these areas that specialised SMEs can
take up the opportunities and grow spectactularly
fast. They should be accorded higher priority in the
queue for funding.
Restrictive national laws limit the formation and
transformation of research teams in several
countries. Compared with the US, and even Japan,
Europe produces too few scientists and engineers,
and does not do enough to persuade highly qualified
graduates to stay and work in Europe instead of
seeking jobs and improved conditions elsewhere.
Though later than in the US, Europe is beginning to
see the clustering of new small businesses around
important centres of learning, particularly in the hitech, nanotechnology, biotech and pharmaceutical
fields. This natural phenomenon is highly positive.
We also have some universities actively incubating
small companies. The success of Iona Technologies
(Box 24) shows clearly what opportunities Europe is
missing if it does not provide greater encouragement
for such start-ups.

24. From campus company to NASDAQ in 6 years
IONA Technologies was started in 1991 by two people
in the Computer Science Department of Trinity
College, Dublin, working on ESPRIT-funded projects.
From there it was fostered by the Campus Innovation
Centre and after two years was solid enough to be able
to move out, to launch new products and to form
alliances with larger companies such as Sun
Microsystems.
IONA’s success is based on “distributed object technology” that enables businesses to communicate between
different software applications. It is now the number
one supplier in the market and its main product is used
by over 3500 businesses worldwide. IONA has a
turnover of EUR 52 million and employs 470 people. It
was floated on NASDAQ in February 1997, valued at
EUR 300 million.

PRIORITY ACTIONS
Get more from Europe’s Research and Development through introducing
the Single Market concept to our research and academic communities:

RESEARCH

∆ Reform the patent systems in Europe, permitting single filing of a
unitary patent for all Europe with no translation obligations.

3

AND DEVELOPMENT
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∆ Promote biotechnology as one of the key technologies
of the new Millennium and provide a more
supportive external and regulatory environment.
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“I think there is a poison in education all across Europe
which is anti-industry and anti-entrepreneurship.”

3

People are now, more than ever, Europe’s most
valuable resource. We have already seen how our
future society will be strongly influenced by scientific
and technological progress. Other international
bodies share this view (Box 25). A knowledge-based
economy cannot be separated from the skill-sets of its
citizens, who will be expected to use the new technologies and to create the future demand for them.

Jos Peeters, Capricorn Venture Partners

Work patterns are changing towards increased
mobility, declining central office functions, flattened
management hierarchies, and new methods of
knowledge management within companies that
operate at global rather than national level. This type
of new working environment can be highly productive, as seen in the case of Nokia (Box 26).

26. New ways of working in Nokia
25. The role of people
“Jobs are shifting from low-skilled to high-skilled
workers. Many firms see strong productivity growth
and job gains through the combination of technological
change, organisational change and upskilling.”
Technology, Productivity and Job Creation, OECD, 1998
“In the fast media-driven world of today, a minimum of
scientific culture and critical outlook are essential for
distinguishing the false from the truth.”
IRDAC Report Quality and Relevance, European
Commission, 1994

Europe therefore needs a highly knowledgeable
workforce with a constantly evolving palette of
skills and aptitudes that did not exist ten years
earlier. Today we need to train people to be able
to adapt to future jobs in areas that have not been
identified yet. “Employability means that you
have to be the master of your own future, so you
have to be your own company, in a sense,” says
Ben Knapen of Philips.

Nokia has transformed itself over the past decade into
a global leader in mobile communications. They faced
the problem of how to grow rapidly while remaining
sufficiently nimble to innovate and exploit change in
this highly competitive market.
They have introduced new ways of working based
on a flat structure and a new culture. New product
development involves close cooperation between
researchers, marketing and sourcing people,
manufacturers and suppliers. The new culture values
customer satisfaction, respect for the individual,
achievement and continuous learning. Training
programmes are now team-based and cross-functional.
These changes have enabled Nokia to speed up decisionmaking and improve the effectiveness of its R&D.

Our aim is all-round individuals with strong interpersonal skills, capable of living with uncertainty,
keen to search for innovative solutions to complex
problems, and committed to Lifelong Learning.
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Education systems need to be receptive to innovative
ideas coming from an ever-widening range of
disciplines. But Europe’s education leaders also need
to embrace innovation. All too often the education
process itself is entrusted to people who appear to
have no dialogue with, nor understanding of,
industry and the path of progress. This goes some
way to explaining the persistent mismatch between
the skills required by employers for new vacancies
and those offered by entrants into the labour market.
Our European cultures favour achieving greater
security, stability and equality over risk-taking,
creativity and innovation. Our education system is
more focused on avoiding failure than on taking
risks.
A profound reform of education systems in Europe
is needed. We have already published our ideas in
two Reports, Education for Europeans and Investing in
Knowledge (Box 27). Greater emphasis must be
placed on entrepreneurship at all levels of education. Despite the pressing need to manage better the
transition from school to work, school-industry
cooperation is still underdeveloped in Europe.

27. ERT Education Reports
Education for Europeans (1995):
Industry and business need to employ entrepreneurs,
not robots. Early specialisation at school is a handicap.
Learning is a life-long process where teachers become
guides and pupils/students take on responsibility for
their careers and future development.
Investing in Knowledge (1997):
The introduction of ICT in education can help develop
personalised lifelong education and training schemes.
ICT changes the way that people learn, and transforms
learning from a passive into an active and far more
productive process.

It is obvious to us that school leavers should also not
enter the working environment without having been
taught a fundamental grounding in today’s sciences.
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As young people reach school leaving age, their general
education should include basic business concepts
sufficient to enable them to set up and run their own
business. We have seen from the success in Scotland
of the Schools Enterprise scheme (Box 28) in
winning the hearts and minds of schoolchildren that
the task is not hopeless, but it requires patience for
long-term results. Other European countries should
pursue similar programmes without delay.

28. Schools Enterprise Programme in Scotland
A highly popular innovative approach to developing the
entrepreneurs of tomorrow has been taken by Scottish
Enterprise. A series of educational programmes for
schools, colleges and universities, “from primary to plc”
has been developed since the early 1990s. These are
designed to promote more positive attitudes to
entrepreneurship.
80% of Scotland’s schools have participated in the
Schools Enterprise Programme for students aged 5 to 14.
And 60% of 14-18 year olds have been offered the
opportunity to enjoy real enterprise experience. Seven
Scottish universities are now offering modules in
entrepreneurship to students in every faculty.
The impact on the youth of Scotland has been considerable. Since the programme started, the number of people
interested in starting a business has increased by 35%.
www.Strath.ac.UK/Departments/Enterprise

Universities no longer have the monopoly on
disseminating knowledge. We cannot leave all
action in the hands of the public sector. The provision
of education is a market opportunity and should be
treated as such. Nowadays there are far more players
in the higher education market. Industry also has a
role to play.
A large number of industrial companies are running
their own programmes to degree standard and
above, some in partnership with a university, others
on their own. The qualifications thus obtained
should be recognised across Europe. In comparison,
it is estimated that more than 1000 corporate
universities exist in the US.

29. Continuing education and training for adults
% 50

part 2

Business education is a major growth sector with a
Europe-wide potential and a growing export market.
In the Europe of distance learning, virtual colleges
and universities are growing in importance, and the
way is clearly open for software companies to enter
the field in a major way.

Participation in jobrelated continuing
education and training
as % of employed
population aged 25-64.
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For the public and private sectors to interact
effectively in a Learning Society, it is essential to
train legislators in the innovative new technologies
to enable them to understand the basics of new
sectors now being regulated.
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We must also find innovative ways to bring new
knowledge within reach of managers who are working
full time in their businesses. It is unfortunate that
the concept of adult education, well recognised in
some parts of Europe, is completely ignored in others.
At the moment, fewer Europeans than Americans are
engaged in job-related adult education (Box 29).

USA

EUROPE

source: OECD “Industrial
Competitiveness: Benchmarking
Business Environments in the Global
Economy” (1997)

PRIORITY ACTIONS
Improve Europe’s knowledge and skills through re-igniting enthusiasm
for innovation and entrepreneurship in the educational environment:
∆ Build basic business education into school curricula and
provide state of the art education in science and technology.
∆ Promote an Innovation Year to bring the importance of innovation and entrepreneurship into
the heart of schools and training
colleges.

4

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS
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“High risks require high returns.”
Stefano Micossi, Head DG III (Industry), European Commission

Fast access to risk capital on reasonable terms
and conditions is essential for successful entrepreneurship and innovation, whether this takes the
form of seed capital, venture capital or development
capital. In much of Europe, small, often locallydominant, financial institutions lack the vision and
the creativity required to assess and evaluate
entrepreneurial risk.
In its recent Communication* on Risk Capital, the
European Commission argues that employment
would be better served by encouraging thriving
SMEs, and by increased enterprise creation (especially
in high-tech areas) rather than by governmentsponsored job creation programmes, or by propping
up individual large employers in economic difficulties.
Venture capital is vital for the success of new
entrepreneurial companies, many of which would
never have come into being if they had relied on
traditional financing. The essence of venture capital is a
high-level of risk-taking, a willingness to lose in good
faith, and patience before cashing in on successful
investment. The history of Lernout & Hauspie is a
good example of effective financial support (Box 30).
The job creation potential of such firms in Europe is
enormous, far outstripping job growth in large more
established companies. In a recent study by the
European Venture Capital Association (EVCA) and
Coopers & Lybrand, 500 companies backed by
venture capital were compared with the Top 500
European companies listed by the Financial Times.
* Risk Capital: A key to job creation in the European Union, 1998
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30. Speech technology
Lernout & Hauspie, a company with roots in Ypres,
Belgium, is a world leader in state-of-the-art speech
and language technologies: the use of a human voice as
the interface and solution for various commercial
applications and products. They license products
to major companies in the telecommunications,
PC/Multimedia, consumer electronics and automotive
electronics sector.
Founded ten years ago by two Belgian entrepreneurs,
they reached a turnover of EUR 100 million in 1997. The
company employs 1800 people directly, and contracts
out translation work to another 1500 freelancers. Its
success has its origin in the willingness of two people to
take risks, a highly innovative product and the provision
of a broad range of technologies in a number of platforms
and languages.
Access to the right sort of equity capital at the right time
has also been crucial. They received support from the
Belgian government and local venture capital investors.
Access to public capital markets has also been of critical
importance. Lernout & Hauspie has been quoted on
NASDAQ since 1995 and is now also quoted on
EASDAQ. The company has grown in value to over EUR
1.5 billion.

Between 1991 and 1995, venture capital-backed
companies managed twice the sales revenue, made
more than twice the investment and created a 15%
increase in employment, whereas the Top 500
companies had managed an increase of only 2% in
job numbers (Box 31).
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31. Comparison of growth rates 1991-1995
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The venture capital industry in Europe is expanding.
The networking function between entrepreneurs and
investors can itself create revenue flow. Enthusiastic
investors spread the word, and more money is
channelled towards venture capital companies. New
funds raised for venture capital in Europe grew from
EUR 3.4 billion in 1993 to EUR 8 billion in 1996.
Over the same period, early stage investing almost
doubled to EUR 380 million. But this is still only a
drop in the ocean compared to the sums raised in the
US (Box 32).

32. Formal sources of venture capital
EUR per 40
capita

R&D INVESTMENT

source: Capricorn Venture Partners

Large companies too have an important role to play in
providing funding for new small companies. One
example is given by Jefferson Smurfit in Ireland
(Box 33).

33. Smurfit Job Creation Enterprise Fund
In 1993 the Irish Government urged large companies
to encourage the establishment of small companies in
order to stimulate enterprise and employment in
Ireland. In response, the Jefferson Smurfit Group set up
a Job Creation Venture Capital Fund of EUR 15 million
to assist start-ups and the early stage development of
manufacturing and traded service companies. In 1996
the Government provided EUR 7.5 million in additional
matching funds.

High tech investments
Low tech investments

Jefferson Smurfit also provide executives to sit on the
board of small companies and to act as mentors.

30

20

Amount invested
and type of
investment (1996)
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Over the past five years the fund has invested EUR
12 million in 25 projects, which now employ 750 people,
an increase of 300 on their preinvestment level. The
fund is showing a significant return, and two projects
are now preparing for an IPO.

source: OECD and Bannock
Consulting Limited
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Venture capital is now being increasingly used for
service companies and university spin-offs. Venture
capital companies often provide not only equity but
also mentoring and strategic analysis to help those
setting up on their own.

Overall, we urgently require more innovation and
creativity in the world of European finance, banking
and investment. For a start, given current uncertainties, the completion of the Single Market for
financial services would give a powerful and much
needed signal to both banks and businesses that
Europe is determined to ensure that its financial
system is in order.
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In particular, restrictions on how pension funds
can be invested must be abolished. In the US,
pension funds are important major investors in
venture capital funds. But in most of Europe (except
in Ireland, the Netherlands and the UK) they are not
permitted to do so.
Pension funds are intended to generate growing
returns on capital over time to finance the retirement
of their members. They should be allowed to concentrate on the instruments with the best historical
record, that is on long-term investment in equities. An
all too common bias in favour of government paper
severely limits the positive role these institutions can
play in a European growth scenario. Allocating their
assets to optimise their return on investments would
boost growth and job creation in Europe.
Initial public offerings (IPO) have significantly
increased the return for venture capital funds.
Access to stock market quotations is being made
easier for small companies. A stock market role is
important for giving immediate visibility to brand
new companies in fast-growing markets, as the small
biotech company Innogenetics found out (Box 34).
34. The Innogenetics experience
Innogenetics started as a biotech company in Belgium in
1985, at a time when venture capital was scarce. After
ten years the company was doing well, but was still
small in size and visibility. It went public on EASDAQ in
1996 and two years later its stock had risen from $12 a
share to $65. In the process it had become the largest
biotech company in Europe.
The company chairman and founder believes that if
EASDAQ had existed 20 or 25 years earlier, Europe
would have hundreds of thousands more jobs today.

Between 1990 and 1994, companies listed on
NASDAQ, the US stock exchange for small companies,
created 16% of all jobs in the US although they
represent only 2.5% of total employment. Following
the success of NASDAQ, Europe has produced
several specialised markets.
The best known of these is EASDAQ, the European
Association of Securities Dealers Automated
Quotation. A recent alliance of the French Nouveau
Marché, Germany’s Neuer Markt and the Dutch
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NMAX forms a network called EURO.TM. Other
exchanges which target high-growth SMEs, such as
the UK’s AIM (Alternative Investment Market), are
moving well. We have to sustain the development
of these exchanges in order to boost employment
(Box 35).

35. Stock markets for small companies, US/EU
NASDAQ has some 5400 listed companies. Its market
capitalisation exceeds $2 trillion, and in 1994 it created
16% of all new jobs in the US.
The market capitalisation of EASDAQ is $15 billion
(but growing fast). It is estimated that all the European
stock exchanges that target high-growth companies
together contribute to the creation of 15% of all new
jobs in Europe each year.
More than one third of US venture capital is devoted to
start-ups, compared with only 10% in Europe, which
still favours management buy-outs.

Meanwhile there is a confusing proliferation across
Europe of public/private schemes to assist the
financing of start-ups and further growth of small
businesses. Without doubt this constitutes a
significant misallocation of resources. A hard look at
results reveals that most of these have proven
ineffective. This is borne out by the depressingly
small number of dynamic SMEs actually created.
Greater use should be made of public/private and
private/private schemes such as mentoring, management training, access and contacts provision.
Investment in early stage technology in Europe is
about one-seventh of that in the US. Europe's R&D
sector is always in need of new funds, with fewer
strings attached, as it sets out to achieve the critical
mass necessary for global competition. Better
access to private funds for investment in early
stage technology would help attract research
activities back to Europe and leverage funding from
public sources.
As a further stimulus to initiative, financial
advantage should accrue to those who generate
wealth. Taxation systems should be modified
accordingly. Reform should be introduced to create
tax-efficient stock option plans. The differing tax

European standards of corporate governance are
still too ill-defined and lack the transparency that
investors need. Greater clarity would assist capital
markets in allocation of resources, boosting
prospects for long-term sustainable growth. The
ERT strongly supports the OECD position on
corporate governance.
Finally, the ERT calls for action on the Commission’s
recommendations to facilitate the transfer of company
ownership in order to safeguard businesses as
generations change. This too is one of the EVCA’s
eight challenges to government (Box 36).

36. The challenges to government set by the
European Venture Capital Association

part 2

treatments for venture capital, which discourage
this type of investment in some Member States,
must be eliminated.

1. Encourage dynamic entrepreneurship and
management.
2. Provide competitive stock markets for smaller and
growing companies.
3. Develop and channel sources of long-term capital.
4. Provide appropriate investment fund structures for
private equity funds.
5. Adjust tax rewards for those bearing the highest
risks.
6. Promote investment in innovative start-up ventures
7. Facilitate the transfer of company ownership to
revitalise existing businesses.
8. Develop the markets in countries where private
equity is emerging.
source: EVCA White Paper Boosting Europe’s growing companies.

PRIORITY ACTIONS
Free up more finance and risk capital to fund
businesses by injecting entrepreneurial attitudes into
the world of finance and banking:

5

∆ Remove restrictions on pension fund investment that
hold back risk capital.
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∆ Expand access to risk capital markets and encourage
the development of the pan-European stock
markets that target small high-growth companies.
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“Partnership between business and government is vital. Leadership on innovation must come from both sides pushing together.
If they don’t work together, then nothing will happen.”
Lord Simon of Highbury

There is a great deal that government in Europe
can do to create an environment receptive to
innovation. The good news is that much is already
being done. The bad news is that more is needed
because the external world never stops changing.
Therefore - whether national or regional or Union government must continuously evolve in policymaking. What has been done can be built upon, but
we do not just need more, we now need something
different.

So, government must act faster. For example, the
liberalisation of hi-tech European markets such as
telecommunications and financial services is happening, but far too slowly. Throughout the European
Union, the need is to lower for new companies the
barriers to entry and to make it easier for existing
companies to leave. New markets should be allowed
to grow free of legislation for legislation’s sake,
untrammelled by controls and regulations which
have their origin in markets that no longer exist.

The more active European governments have started
benchmarking their policies and services to ensure
that quality keeps pace with new citizen demands
and those imposed by new technologies. Others,
however, declare their good intentions but with little
real follow-up.

One example of the problems created by overregulation of new sectors is biotechnology, (Box 37).

It is essential to complete Single Market legislation and to enforce national implementation of
EU legislation. But this will only take us part of the
way. There is broad agreement on the principle of
liberalisation of markets for products, labour and
capital, but Member States argue that this should be
done in a way that does not undermine a European
Social Model which aims to ensure job security. ERT
notes, however, that Western Europe has long suffered
the highest unemployment rate amongst industrialised countries.
“Finding the right balance makes for a new kind of
politics in Europe,” according to Lord Simon. “We
are on the brink of something massively exciting. If
we don’t pull it off, then the American model will
take us. That is the way of the world.”
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37. Nestlé, biotech and the food sector
Nestlé and the other ERT food manufacturing companies have recognised the vast global potential of
biotechnology. It could help to overcome world food
shortages, produce plants that require less pesticide, and
develop food with higher nutritional content.
But strategic technologies of this kind require a longterm approach. Nestlé first began research in 1982, and
has built up its European R&D over time.
Nestlé would like to continue to develop biotechnology in
Europe and use its strong brands to launch a range of
products using this technology. However, regulations in
Europe are increasingly unpredictable. Approval time is
three times longer than in the US.
Biotech will become critical to the future competitiveness
of the food industry. The question is whether Europe will
participate. Employment in biotech-related sectors in
Europe was estimated to be around 300,000 in 1995. This
could rise to over 3 million by 2005 - provided business
is allowed to make full use of the opportunities biotechnology offers.

38. Setting up a business: cost and time taken for
establishment of a private limited company
Time (weeks)

Cost (EUR)
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Probably the most difficult thing for government to
understand is the dual concept of risk and reward.
Better methods of evaluating the risk content of new
ventures must be found and set against the likely
rewards. As already noted, it is crucial not to
penalise business failure for entrepreneurs: they
must be encouraged to try and try again. In the US,
for example, someone who has been bankrupt can
still be given a chance to establish a new business
with further backing from financial institutions, as
he is less likely to fail the second time round.
Legislation ought to be appropriate, simple and
easy to use. It should guarantee the same solutions
to the same problems in all countries across the EU,
not just in a few. National legislation should not be
used to block innovations in work patterns and
markets in order to protect existing jobs. If more
legislation is market-led and implemented in a
uniform way in each country within the same time
frame, doors would be opened to new opportunities
for growth and jobs.
The administrative and financial burden of national
and European regulations on companies of all sizes,
small, medium and large, is striking and must be
alleviated. Furthermore, every study indicates that it
represents a proportionally bigger problem for SMEs
and gravely limits their possibilities of expansion.
Setting up a company can be a lengthy and costly
business (Box 38).
The European Commission’s commitment to simplify
legislation is welcome only if it is pursued. The need
to lighten the burden of European legislation,
especially on small companies, was recognised by
the Luxembourg Employment Summit of 1997.

part 2

Government needs to spend more time to understand and benchmark microeconomic and supplyside policies. Political and social stakeholders need
to accept that job losses in traditional occupations is
normal in a healthy economy. Hastily drafted
protective measures put up to delay this process will
only hurt more in the long run. Government and
business have to understand each other. “We need
consensus and conviction,” says Stefano Micossi of
DG III. “We need to manage flexibility and adapt
employment support systems to make it possible to
accept, even support, change with available public
instruments.”
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USA EUROPE

Time taken to set up a business
Cost of setting up a business

source:
OECD and Logotech (1998)

One positive result was the BEST Report (Box 39)
from the European Commission on improving and
simplifying the business environment for start-ups,
issued in June 1998. The ERT wants to ensure that
this Report’s recommendations are duly implemented.
The time for good intentions has run out.

39. Simplifying the business environment for
start-ups (BEST)
There are 18.5 million small companies in the European
Union, accounting for more than 60% of EU turnover
and 66% of total EU employment. As some 1 million
new small companies are created every year, there is a
pressing need to reduce the administrative burden of
current legislation for small companies.
The European Commission’s BEST Task Force published
its recommendations in June 1998.
What is called for: better public administration; new
approaches in education, training and the workplace;
easier access to finance and help for innovation. The
Report called on the European Institutions to provide
detailed proposals for implementation, including
timetables for action.

In the absence of supportive legislative frameworks
that help rather than hinder new markets for
innovative products, companies can often suffer
heavily during the cumbersome process of satisfying
regulatory procedures in different countries. The case
of Luvox is just one example (Box 40).
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40. The heavy cost of regulatory delay
Luvox, an important anti-depressant, is Solvay’s leading
pharmaceutical product. Annual sales in 1997 reached
$182 million.
Research on fluvoxamine started in the late 1960s in
Solvay’s R&D laboratories, in cooperation with Dutch
academic centres. R&D investment totaled some 3000
man-years, which today in monetary terms is valued at
$600 million.
Solvay was the first to patent such a product in 1975.
The first registration and launch took place in
Switzerland in 1983. Registration in the other main
European markets took time and was not completed
until 1987, and not until 1995 in the US.
Meanwhile the American firm Eli Lilly, located in the
world’s biggest market, had also obtained a patent in
1975 for a similar product (Prozac), and went on to
launch it with a significant time advantage in their home
market. By 1997 Eli Lilly had achieved global sales of
$2.5 billion, fourteen times more than Solvay.

There is now a crying need for greater flexibility
in labour laws at national level in Europe. This
again is vital for companies of all sizes. Short-term,
part-time, temporary and seasonal employment have
to be properly accommodated.
Given the background of technological change plus
globalisation, each with its inherent risks, the time is
surely ripe to breathe some fresh air into labour
legislation throughout Europe and to bring new
ideas to the negotiating table. So much has changed
in the past few years in the world of work, and in
society itself, that it is impossible to carry on denying
the regulatory needs of today’s very different
workforce.
The ERT cannot be prescriptive, but it should be
possible to reward good performance without
starting a generalised upward wages spiral. Ways
must be found to increase the rewards and incentives
in the variable part of salaries. Just as systems such as
stock options are available to company employees,
an incentive bonus system should be available to
those who work in public services, service units and
the liberal professions.
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Modernise government and legislation
through finding the right balance between
freedom and rules for running local and
global businesses, using a lighter approach
to legislation as a positive tool:
∆ Implement Single Market rules fully at national
level.
∆ Reform restrictive labour market rules to favour
new jobs and types of employment.
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Course
of action
“We need to see better, we need to mobilise faster, we need to
give the doer space.”
Peter Lorange, President of IMD

This Report shows that innovation is the core issue in
competitiveness, and that competitiveness is the key to the creation
of lasting jobs. It also shows that innovation is not only about new
technology, science and research; it is also about attitudes of mind
which should permeate government, businesses, academia, indeed
the whole of society. It is therefore neither useful nor helpful to
address innovation as a strictly economic issue.
New jobs are created through innovation and competitiveness,
either directly in new businesses, or indirectly through the
removal of obstacles, the freeing of markets, and the creation
of more favourable conditions for employment in existing
businesses. The most crucial jobs are those for the future, and
people must be ready and willing to take them. A new spirit
of enterprise is needed. We can prepare for this by applying
innovation now, in human resource management, in R&D
strategies, in educational institutions, and in government.
As Daniel Janssen indicated in the Foreword, the priority actions
identified here are not comprehensive but, if implemented right
across society - by government, public services, businesses and
the individual - they would go a long way towards reducing
unemployment in Europe.
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The quotation above points the way forward. We need to see
better: can we see as early as possible the less obvious
opportunities for creating new enterprises? We need to mobilise
faster: can we mobilise our resources efficiently and competently,
with Member States and companies working in harmony, and
the lines of responsibility made clear? We need to give the doer
space: in a highly regulated Europe, can we help those who have
imagination and show initiative - whether working for
companies, in public service, or as individuals - to take risks?
Our overall message is positive, despite all the obstacles that
have been identified. In general, a more active interchange
between government, society, stakeholders, the company and
the individual is essential. As the obstacles are removed, the way
to future opportunity and future jobs is opened up.
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ERT’s PRIORITY ACTIONS
for Job Creation and Competitiveness
through Innovation

1
2

5
4

3

CHANGE ATTITUDES by promoting a European Society open to innovations in science,
technology, business, living and working conditions:
∆ Promote the spirit of enterprise throughout society, in industry, government, finance and education.
∆ Ensure that sound and well-researched information on scientific breakthroughs, new products
and services always gets through to the public.

2

CREATING NEW BUSINESSES means fostering entrepreneurship by removing obstacles to
initiative and by rewarding risk-taking and success:
∆ Establish supportive fiscal conditions for inventors, entrepreneurs and investors.
∆ Drastically reduce the demands of bureaucracy and ensure that legislation does not penalise failure.

3

Get more from Europe’s RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT through introducing the Single
Market concept to our research and academic communities:
∆ Reform the patent systems in Europe, permitting single filing of a unitary patent for all Europe with no
translation obligations.
∆ Promote biotechnology as one of the key technologies of the new Millennium and provide a more
supportive external and regulatory environment.

4

Improve Europe’s KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS through re-igniting enthusiasm for
innovation and entrepreneurship in the educational environment:
∆ Build basic business education into school curricula and provide state of the art education in science
and technology.
∆ Promote an Innovation Year to bring the importance of innovation and entrepreneurship into the heart
of schools and training colleges.

5

Free up more FINANCE AND RISK CAPITAL to fund businesses by injecting entrepreneurial
attitudes into the world of finance and banking:
∆ Remove restrictions on pension fund investment that hold back risk capital.
∆ Expand access to risk capital markets and encourage the development of pan-European stock markets
that target small high-growth companies.

6

Modernise GOVERNMENT AND LEGISLATION through finding the right balance between
freedom and rules for running local and global businesses, using a lighter approach to
legislation as a positive tool:
∆ Implement Single Market rules fully at national level.
∆ Reform restrictive labour market rules to favour new jobs and types of employment.
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